National Student Nurses’ Association MidYear Conference Goes Virtual with the Springer Passport powered by Acadiate

THE CLIENT

The National Student Nurses’ Association (NSNA) mission is to mentor students preparing for initial licensure as registered nurses, and to convey the standards, ethics, and skills that students will need as responsible and accountable leaders and members of the profession. NSNA is a nonprofit organization dedicated to fostering the professional development of nursing students. The organization has 60,000 members in 50 states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

BACKGROUND

Over 3,000 nursing students participate in NSNA's Annual Convention, which features leadership and career development activities, opportunities to listen to renowned nursing leaders, hear about job opportunities and the chance to network with hundreds of other students. The program includes a state board exam mini review. NSNA holds a second meeting which attracts over 1,500 students yearly: the MidYear Conference offers workshops and panels on career and association development as well as a state board exam mini-review.

“The turnout of this year’s MidYear Conference amazing and I was very proud of memberships participation in the workshops during this year’s conference! I thought that the vendors did a great job.”
- Kyle Loose
Chair of the NSNA Membership Committee

To learn more about Springer Passport, visit https://dailynurse.com/springer-passport/. If you have any questions, email abennie@springerpub.com or set up a demo at: https://calendly.com/springerpassport/demo
THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE

Starting in February 2020, the response to the COVID19 pandemic created new barriers for all conferences. As more and more organizations cancelled their in-person events, organizations were forced to not only transition their events online, but find a way to deliver the value provided to members, vendors, and key stakeholders in a digital environment.

According to the ASAE Research Foundation’s latest Association Impact Snapshot survey, almost 44 percent of association execs who responded to their survey said the earliest date they expect their organization to resume in-person events is January 2021 or later. Even though cities and states are in different phases of reopening, it will likely be months before large conferences and trade-shows can resume.

To learn more about Springer Passport, visit https://dailynurse.com/springer-passport/. If you have any questions, email abennie@springerpub.com or set up a demo at: https://calendly.com/springerpassport/demo
**THE STRATEGIC SOLUTION**

To address the NSNA’s strategic business need, Springer Publishing and Acadiate recommended its industry-leading Springer Passport virtual event platform.

Using the product’s intuitive digital experience, immersive environment, data-rich framework, the National Student Nurses’ Association found it easier to build, promote, and deliver value for their 2020 MidYear Conference. Springer Passport is powered by Acadiate, a 10 year old educational technology company that has supported learners, academics, and organizations across the globe. By delivering dynamic and immersive virtual experiences, Springer Passport exceeded attendance, vendor, and revenue expectations that the association had in previous in-person conferences - while saving costs on hotels, flights, and conference fees.

*The NSNA featured a custom design in keeping with their Halloween theme for the MidYear Conference.*
RESULTS
The results had an immediate and direct impact to their strategic objectives and business goals. Some results included:

- Higher attendance when compared to their 2019 in-person conference
- Exceeded vendor attendance year-over-year & maintained revenue goals
- Increased student engagement through a dedicated Networking Zone
- Improved mentoring sessions and exam prep
- Increased career path opportunities for students
- The Springer Passport Portfolio increased engagement with students and stickiness to encourage students to register for the April 2021 conference
- All event sessions were recorded for individuals to consume after the live portions were complete, generating additional attendees and post-event revenue.

EVENT PICTURES
To learn more about Springer Passport, visit https://dailynurse.com/springer-passport/. If you have any questions, email abennie@springerpub.com or set up a demo at: https://calendly.com/springerpassport/demo.